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Introduction to Robotics
TASK 1:

Go online and find the answer to the following questions?

What is a Robot? _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Is your phone a robot? Why do you say this?____________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

What are the most advanced robots ever created and what do they do?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Why is computer science (programming) important to working with robots?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

What do you predict robots will be like in 30 years?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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TASK 2: Picking Your Partner
Why two per team?
You and your partner will be alternating between the role of Pilot and Navigator. The goal is
that you both know how to operate, program, build and test the EV3 Robot.

When Building Your Robot:
Pilot puts the pieces together, navigator finds the next pieces and assists Pilot

Switch every three to five pages in the build book
When Programming:
Pilot: types/makes the program on the computer, downloads and tests.
Is the one to touch the keyboard, mouse, cable and robot.
Navigator helps pilot make the program and helps sure that robot is
starting at the same spot on the challenge board.
After three attempts (program and test) by pilot on challenge board the
pilot and navigator switch. If you are successful within the first three
attempts, the switch occurs for each challenge regardless. You can also
choose to switch between boards if that works better for you.

Each person must learn to
program to pass this unit. Do
not let the other person do it
for you, or not let you
program.
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BIG OL’ HINT: You’re
going to be working
with this person for 6+
weeks. If you do not
try to find a partner,
one will be found for
you. We do not have
enough robots for you
to go solo.

TASK 3: Understanding the Grading
Your grade is based on total points earned. You are expected to complete the basic bot build, both
assessments and Challenges 1 to 10. You must pass with at least an 80% the final one-on-one
programming quiz to get an A in this class.
Points Possible












Basic Bot Build
Challenge 1: Programming the Robotic Garbage Can
Challenge 2: Programming your robot to fill the pet’s dish
Challenge 3: Programming the drone to take a photo
Challenge 4: Staying between the lines
o Assessment 1: Basics and moving/turning
Challenge 5: Tracking a criminal (using the color sensors)
Challenge 6: Four Square (using the touch sensor)
Challenge 7: Sensabot Inspection Challenge
Challenge 8: Orchard Challenge
Challenge 9: Arm Position Challenge
Challenge 10: Maze Challenge

30 Points
10 Points
15 Points
20 points
20 points
25 points
20 points
20 points
20 Points
25 points
20 points
15 bonus points

One-on-One Programming Quiz

100 Points

Total Points Possible

340 Points

Bonus Points possible if sumobot programming, advanced challenges are completed

TASK 4: Getting Your Box
You and your partner will be checked out the same kit and robot for the entire 6+ weeks.
We have a few rules to make sure we protect your robot and kit.
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Use pieces from your box only if you need a different piece first check the
missing piece bowl.
At the end of each class we will do a floor check to make sure all Lego pieces are
found. We will put the found pieces in the bowl.
Once your robot cannot fit in your storage bin, you will put it in its parking
garage and make sure it is plugged in
When we are done we will take apart the robot and do an inventory of all parts.

Task 5: Introduction to the EV3 Mindstorms
There are five main things you need to successfully complete the challenges with the EV3 LEGO robot.
Your team, your robot, the computer programming software, the challenge boards, and a can-do/wantto-do attitude. You will build a basic Tri-Bot to complete the first 10 challenges, then you will have the
opportunity to modify your bot to complete the SUPREME SKILL CHALLENGES. (haha I couldn’t resist
capitalizing that).

The Brick, Sensors, and Motors:

Medium Motor

2 x Touch Sensor

Gyro Sensor

2 x Large Motors

EV3 Brick
The Main Computer
Color Sensor
Ultrasonic
Sensor
The Brick is the computer that connects to the computer to receive the program you make to tell the
robot what to do. This program has Bluetooth and other features.
The Sensors are input devices that take in information from its surroundings that can (if programmed to
do so) tell the robot to do something. The Touch Sensor can be pushed in and out when the robot
bumps into something, or is pressed. The Gyro Sensor is a way for the robot to detect rotational
motion. This sensor detects the rate of rotation in degrees per second. The Color Sensor can ‘see’ what
color is in front of the robot, like stopping at a stop light while driving. The Ultrasonic Sensor can sense
how far the robot is from something. Together these sensors give the robot the “sense” of touch,
distance, color/sight, balance. Pretty cool huh?
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TASK 6: Explore and Build
Take some time to explore your kit and see how pieces fit together.
MAKE SURE:
1. That all of the sensors, brick and motors are labeled with your box code (A8 or whatever).
2. That your rechargeable battery is in your brick and that you get it charging.
3. That you get a chance to see how most types of pieces fit together.
4. That you have five sensors and three motors.
Once you have some time and are start ready then start building the basic bot as found in your book in
your kit. Build from page ___ to page ___.

REMEMBER PILOT AND NAVIGATOR when building, that means:
When Building Your Robot:
Pilot puts the pieces together, navigator finds the next pieces and assists Pilot

Switch every three to five pages in the build book
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Are you done building? What do you do now?
Come see Mr. Brager with your basic Tri-Bot. Once he checks it out, he will assign each of you to help
one team who are the furthest behind, to help that team build their bot. Be a good sport, help a team,
then you will start Challenge 1.

TASK 7: Learning how to use the software to program your robot:
1. Log onto a computer and look for the LEGO Mindstorms icon shown and
double click it to open the program. (side note: As you can see Mr. Brager has a
gaming addiction  on his home computer.)

2. The below screen is what will pop-up, click ok and then check out what is
available on the page, explore a bit.
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3. Starting an new project click on the +
This opens the program screen which is the most important and most used screen for what we will be
doing on the computers. The next page is dedicated to showing, labeling and explaining the how this
screen works.
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THE BRICK - Front

turn on the brick press and hold the center button (#2).
To turn off the brick press the top left button (#1) until it asks if you want to shut down the brick.
To
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THE BRICK – Ports
The Brick has a number of ports including the PC port, Ports for sensors (1 to 4) and Ports for motors (A
to D). Look back on Page 5 for a clearer picture how everything hooks up.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Turn on the Robot and load the EV3 Mindstorm software.
Plug the brick to the computer using the usb cord
Open a new program (remember the +) on the computer
Go to the top ‘Tools’ tab on the computer and go to ‘Memory Browser’
Click on each program/folder on the “Memory Browser” and click delete.
Do this until you cannot delete any more files.

A page for your programming notes:
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Measuring One Rotation
How far will your Robot go if the wheel turns one rotation? _______inches ________cm
By knowing this you can plan your challenges much easier and program it faster.

Use the wheel arrow (white) to
accurately one rotation

Big hint: You can set rotations using decimals (Ex: 1.1, 2.5, …) this means you need to convert your
measurement from 1 ½ to 1.5. Want to know how? Mr. Brager can show you.
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LET THE CHALLENGES BEGIN!
You can help each other learn to program, but everyone must learn how to program to pass this unit.
Everyone will be tested one-on-one with Mr. Brager. If you are helping someone, do not do the
program for them.
Remember the videos on the computers that Mr. Brager showed you. After Challenge 4 the video icon
that best helps you is shown for each challenge.

The challenges become harder and you go at your own pace.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Remember to trade off from Pilot and Navigator.
Challenges 1, 2, 3 and 4 are moving and turning
Challenge 5 using the color sensor
Challenge 6 using the touch sensor
Challenge 7: The Sensabot Challenge
 Making and programming a movable arm
Challenge 8: The Orchard Challenge
 Moving longer distances and avoiding obstacles
Challenge 9: Arm Position Challenge
 Capturing and retrieving
Challenge 10: Maze Challenge
 Using the ultrasonic sensor and navigating a maze
Two Paths to Choose
 Robot Sumo Battles
 More Challenges

Can you get too far ahead? (Yes, here is why)
We only have so much room on tables for the challenge boards.
Teams that get too far ahead will not have room for their boards,
so they are required to help the teams that are the furthest
behind get done with the board they are on.

When helping others you cannot take control of the mouse or
keyboard, they must learn how to do this.
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CHALLENGE 1 – Programming the Robotic Garbage Can
Your Family has acquired a robot that puts the garbage out to the street once per week. Your job is to
program your robot to push the garbage can (the black cylinder) out of the circle which places it on the
street. Show Mr. Brager or the TA when you are done to get your points and prize. Your tires must not
touch the black TAPE lines or go off the board.

You and your partner should now know how to:
 Turn on the Robot
 Load the EV3 software
 Program your robot to move straight and turn
 Download the program
 Run the Program
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CHALLENGE 2 – Programming to Fill the Dish of Your Pet
On Amazon.com you found a new robot that will go out of the broom closet and refill your pet’s food
dish. Finally (it seemed like forever) but really it was only 2 days the robot arrives, you fill the robot’s
hopper with food and now you have to program it to go from the starting area to the pet dish. You have
to push the black container out of the circle to complete this challenge, but your tires mush NOT touch
the black tape lines. This turn takes more precision and (HINT) you might want to try a tank turn.

You and your partner should now know how to:
 Accurately avoid obstacles
 How the two different types of drives (Move Tank and Move Steering)
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CHALLENGE 3 – Programming the Drone to Take a Photo
Imagine that your robot is a drone (a flying robot) that has a camera attached. Just like Mr. Brager uses
in his robotics club. Your challenge is to fly the drone (no you’re not really flying your robot) low around
the buildings and then go directly over the area with the black canister. You have to push the black
container out of the circle to complete this challenge, but your tires mush NOT touch the black lines.
Here is the cool thing about computer programming is that you are not just learning how to program
your LEGO Mindstorms. You are learning to program any sort of robot, or even a game, or any device.
The EV3 Icon based programming language is teaching you the underlying principles and logic flow of
ALL programming languages.

This challenge is designed to
give you a greater challenge to
turn and avoid obstacles. Both
you and your partner should
be able to do this program
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CHALLENGE 4 – Staying Between the Lines
Your robot must have its wheels stay between the lines. The wheels can touch the black lines, but they
must not cross (showing white) the lines on either side.
This is the last challenge designed to make sure both you and your partner can make the robot move
forward and turn (both tank and steering methods) After this we start using sensors.
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Are You Ready for the First Assessment?
You will be asked to individually (one-on-one) program a robot to do the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Know how to turn on the robot
Load the EV3 software and start a project
Make the robot move forward 2.2 rotations at 50% power using either tank or steering
The robot will then turn 90 degrees and go forward 1.2 rotations
The robot will back up 1 rotation
Download the program
Run the program on the brick

You will program it on the computer that Mr. Brager has set up.

this separately.
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You and your partner will do

CHALLENGE 5 – Tracking the Criminal
It is likely that soon someone will make a robot that can track the trail of a person leaving a crime scene.
Impossible you say? Nope already there are robots that inspect packages, do bomb disposal, and a
variety of other police work. Do not believe me… go online and look it up.
Your challenge is using the light sensor, modify your robot and program it to follow a line. It must follow
the line, then turn around and come back. To do this read/watch the “line follower” portion of the
“Intro to Programming” video series on your computer. Hint (you might have to place your color
sensor differently on your robot to make it work).
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CHALLENGE 6 – Four Square (Touching 4 sides)
On a table will be set up blocks so that you have a four sided box, like shown below. Your challenge is to
have the robot move forward, touch a wall with the touch sensor, back up and turn, move forward and
touch each wall this way. You must use the touch sensor to tell the robot to back up and turn.
To do this read/watch the “Move until touch” portion of the “Intro to Programming” video series on
your computer.
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CHALLENGE 7 – Sensabot Challenge
You and your partner need to put on the moving arm addition to your robot that you built when you
built the sensors. This addition has an arm that goes up and down. This mission represents a robot
inspecting crops at different locations of the field. This would help the farmer keep track of certain
locations of the field on how the crops are doing. After inspecting all three lines it must return back to
the original storage shed (the black box)
To do this read/watch the “Moving Straight – Challenge (C)” portion of the “Intro to Programming”
video series on your computer.
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CHALLENGE 8 – Orchard Challenge (Board Number__)
Your robot is an orchard inspector and must pass down both sides of the trees, while not touching the
water (river). See next page for the game board. Because this one take a while to do, there are two
challenge board. Make sure to use the same board each time.
This challenge might seem like a step backward as it has to do with moving straight, turning, and backing
up. But this challenge is about making sure you have mastered these basics, rather than just learned
them. This is more difficult that it looks.
To do this read/watch the “Turning – Challenge (C)” portion of the “Intro to Programming” video series
on your computer.
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Challenge 8 (continued) Board Example:

You can start any place you want on the board but
must travel own each sides of the trees as shown by the Dotted Line (
).
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CHALLENGE 9 – Arm Position Challenge
This challenge uses the touch sensor to know when the robot arm is up all the way. Then the robot will
move forward and grab the Lego box that you made and then drag it back to the starting position.
To do this read/watch the “Move Until Touch – Challenge (C)” portion of the “Intro to Programming”
video series on your computer.

Warning you might need something
different than exactly 5 rotations.
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CHALLENGE 10 – Maze Challenge
This challenge uses the ultrasonic sensor to know how far away you are from something.
You need to complete the entire “Move Until Near” portion of the “Intro to Programming” video series
on your computer. Do each activities it shows before taking on this challenge.
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Final Assessment (Done Individually with Teacher)
Students must be able to complete the following to show that they were participating in and learning
how to program their robot.

1.
2.
3.
4.

The student must be able to:
Turn on the robot
Load the EV3 software
Create a program that does the following:

o move the robot straight forward 3 rotation
o have it so when the touch sensor is pressed that the
robot moves forward 2 more rotations
o Have the robot now move backward five rotations
5. Download the program into the robot
6. Save the program
7. Be able to run the program from the brick
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Challenge 10 Complete? (Congrats…High 5)
You have three paths to choose if you are done with Challenge 10.
You can choose to:
1. Complete advanced challenges.
On the next two pages are advanced challenge board that students have created. If you can finish
all of the Challenge boards, then you get to design and make the next one. You may modify your
robot with parts found in your box only.
2. Be a Sumo Bot Challenger (once you have a competitor).
You are allowed to modify you robot to battle another, but it must fit into the sumo bot box (1 foot
x 1 foot). Spare parts must be put back when you are done and your inventory and take apart
takes more time. NO Bluetooth controls are allowed for battles.
3. Help others, while doing the Loops, Switches and Switch Loops.
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Advanced Challenge 1
Drive forward and touch the block,
back up and go down maze not
touching the walls, Make a sound,
grab the black canister and place it so
its touching the circle at the end
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Advanced Challenge 2

Drive forward and grab garbage cans
(black canisters) without touching the
blue, move them and place them
inside the garbage can area, making a
sound when you do. You will need to
modify your robot.

START
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